


 

Banfields Aged Care is located on a site formerly occupied by Banfields Motel and Cinema 

complex in Thompson Avenue Cowes, and is a new, architecturally designed state-of-the-art 

residential aged care facility owned and operated by the Australian Aged Care Group Pty 

Ltd (AACG).  

The single level facility is set amongst beautiful landscaped gardens incorporating luxurious 

amenities and provides care to 90 residents with ageing in place programs. The facility also 

offers dementia specific care in a dedicated 14 bed dementia specific wing. 

The elegantly featured well-appointed spacious facility consists of six separate wings 

incorporating large sun filled lounges, dining rooms and entertainment areas, providing 

opportunities for residents to mingle and involve themselves in the many activities on offer. 

From the moment you enter Banfields Aged Care, it’s obvious you are entering a facility 

that cherishes quality of life. 

 

Experience Banfields... 



 

All Banfields Aged Care staff are carefully selected and considered the best in their field. 

They are highly-skilled aged care and allied health professionals, experienced in dementia 

and palliative care. 

 

 

Ageing in Place 

Ageing in place relates to the provision of responsive and flexible care in line with each 

individual’s changing care needs in a familiar and appropriate environment. AACG 

provides ageing in place in all their facilities and aims to allow residents to age in place in 

his/her own room, with all necessary care and services brought to the resident.  

 

In some circumstances residents may be encouraged to change rooms within the facility, 

if their level of care and cognitive status significantly changes and their individual care 

needs could be better addressed in a different setting. 

 

Dementia Care 

AACG provides care to residents with cognitive impairment/Dementia. 

Banfields Aged Care provides dementia specific care in a luxurious, light filled 14 bed 
purpose built dementia specific wing with a secure outdoor area, including the use of  

smart technologies. 

 
 

 

Palliative Care 

AACG provides palliative care in all our facilities. We involve palliative care support 

services such as Eastern Palliative Care as required, and recognise palliative care as a 

specialist area of health care practice.  

Improving the experience of dying in residential aged care is the basis of our palliative 

care program.  

Quality Care and Support 



Lifestyle  

 

Experience Banfields... 

The Lifestyle team provides quality activities to maintain and prolong confidence in ones 

physical abilities, mobility, strength and fitness; aiming to increase socialisation with others 

and enhance self esteem whilst reducing restlessness and anxiety. Our team encourage 

creativity, self worth and promote positive wellbeing whilst fostering a sense of security and 

belonging by aiming to develop a passion in life and rekindling the enjoyment of past interests. 

As part of the Banfields Lifestyle, we also offer the following features: 

 

Banfields Cinema 

The beautiful Banfields Cinema 

provides a Gold Class Standard 

cinema experience! Continuing the 

proud local Banfields Cinema 

Tradition.   
 

Wellbeing 

Banfields’ wellbeing program 

provides a holistic approach to each 

individual resident’s needs, 

encompassing mind, body and soul, 

whilst also considering the resident’s 

spiritual and cultural requirements. 

Men’s Club & Shed 

Banfields boasts an amazing purpose 

built leisure space for our male 

residents. The space features a bar, 

workshop and pool table, which is 

separate from the residential care area.  

 

Piano Lounge 

This is the perfect luxurious lounge, 

featuring a baby grand piano that is 

used to host our concerts, entertainers, 

guest speakers, special entertainment 

and other performances.  



 

Gymnasium and Physiotherapy 

Banfields provides a fully equipped Gymnasium and Physiotherapy room with all the latest 

equipment. Our physiotherapist can assess all residents and provide a tailor made program 

to maintain and improve mobility. The physiotherapist can also guide and implement 

individual pain management programs where necessary. 

Massage and Beauty 

Therapy 

Banfields offers a range of 

holistic therapies to 

enhance residents’ 

wellbeing. The relaxing 

surrounds of the Beauty 

Therapy room and Le 

Salon can provide for all 

your beauty and relaxation 

requirements. 

Chapel 

Banfields has a beautiful intimate chapel, to accommodate and celebrate all denominations 

of faith.  



Standard Room Features 

 

Banfields standard rooms are attractive, spacious 

and light filled, boasting large individual en 

suites with quality fittings and fixtures. The 

rooms are equipped with the latest innovative 

beds and matching interior designed furniture 

and artwork. An individually controlled air 

conditioning system and state of the art 

European hydronic heating ensure a comfortable 

environment throughout the year. Wall mounted 

flat screen televisions and built in wardrobes 

featuring a lockable safety box complete the 

picture. The majority of rooms have direct 

access to adjoining courtyards. Nurse call 

systems are in every room and en suite, ensuring 

care is at your fingertips 24 hours a day. 

 

Experience Banfields... 
Luxury Accommodation  

 

Suite Features 

 

Banfields expansive suites 

offer all the luxuries of a 

standard room whilst catering 

for those requiring additional 

space and amenity. Each suite 

consists of a spacious bedroom 

with a king single high/low 

electric bed and a separate 

adjoining spacious lounge and 

dining room also hosting a 

kitchenette. The kitchenette 

provides ample cupboard space 

and includes a fridge and 

instantaneous boiling and 

chilled filtered water on tap. 

The suites contain comfortable 

interior designed furniture and artwork with seamless transitions of colours and style throughout. In 

addition the bedroom and lounge room are each equipped with a large wall mounted flat screen TV.  

Glass doors open out directly into the courtyards and gardens. 



Luxurious Amenities 

 

 Library and Media room 

 Hairdressing & Beauty Salon 

 Chapel (non-denominational) 

 Theatre / Cinema 

 Alfresco café and Bar 

 Men’s Club with Bar 

 Men’s Shed 

 Individually controlled hydronic 

heating and separate reverse cycle air 

conditioning in every room 

 Telephone and Foxtel connection 

points in every room 

 Ample car parking 

 Courtyards and outdoor sitting areas 

 Covered pedestrian walkways 

 Physiotherapy and Gymnasium 

 LED TV screens in every bedroom 

 Piano Lounge 

 Dedicated bus for resident outings 

 Wi-Fi availability 

  

 



 
 
For up-to-date information on all aspects of  

aged care services and pricing offered at  

Banfields, please visit www.myagedcare.gov.au 

 
To discuss your individual requirements and  

experience the Banfields Aged Care lifestyle  

firsthand, please contact (03) 5951 2500 or  

visit www.banfields.com.au 

 

 Banfields Aged Care 

192 Thompson Avenue 

Cowes VIC 3922 

PO Box 993 Cowes VIC 3922 

 

 


